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1. Introduction

At the time of this writing, some experiments in robust speech recognition had already
been done at ICSI.
The original goal of this work was improved recognition of speech recorded with different
microphones and transmitted over channels with different frequency characteristics. One
practical application of this is the recognition of speech recorded via telephone lines
where you have microphones and channels with different transmission characteristics. It
could be shown that the recognition rates can be improved when introducing a high-pass
filtering of the logarithmic spectral envelopes in subbands /1/.
This idea is based on the fact that a frequency characteristic corresponds to a multiplica-
tion of the speech spectrum with the frequency response of the transmission channel.
The result would be a constant additive component in the logarithmic spectral envelopes
in subbands (assuming a nearly constant transmission characteristic). Because of this, a
high-pass filtering leads to a suppression of these constant components.

Another aspect is the superposition of noise in many applications of speech recognizers
in real environments, e.g. voice dialing in a car or serving any kind of machines on the
street or in workshops. This noise would result in a nearly constant additive component
to the magnitude spectral envelopes in subbands (assuming a nearly stationary noise) .
It could be shown that recognition rates can be improved by high-pass filtering the mag-
nitude spectral envelopes /2/.

Additive noise as well as a certain frequency characteristic are present in many real situ-
ations. One way to handle both effects could be to use a combination of processing in
the magnitude as well as in the logarithmic spectral domain. Another possibility could be
a processing anywhere between the magnitude and the logarithmic domain dependent
of the amount of noise in the specific situation. This would presuppose an estimation of
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

Looking at the first possibility several processing techniques are well known to reduce
the noise in the magnitude spectral domain. One could be the already mentioned high-
pass filtering. A disadvantage of this method is the suppression of certain spectral fea-
tures in speech segments. Introducing a high-pass filter with a total suppression of the
DC component, not only the constant noise components are suppressed but also the
constant component of the speech. Because of this just the spectral features of the pho-
nemes with less energy are reduced in the case of a preceding phoneme with higher
energy and spectral components in the same subbands.

One solution could be a kind of nonlinear filtering with the goal of preserving the spectral
features of the phonemes with less energy on one hand but suppressing the noise com-
ponents on the other hand. Another method to reduce the noise is the well known spec-
tral subtraction technique /3/,/4/. This technique is based on the estimation of the noise
spectrum during speech pauses and an adaptive filtering with the estimated noise spec-
trum. A major disadvantage is the necessity of the detection of speech pauses to esti-
mate the noise spectrum. This is a very difficult and ultimately unsolved problem for
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realistic situations with a varying noise level. Another disadvantage is the fact that the
algorithm cannot adapt to a varying noise level during segments of speech. The adaptive
filtering is always based on the estimated noise spectrum of the preceding speech
pause.

An improvement of the spectral subtraction technique would be an estimation of the
noise spectrum without the necessity of a speech pause detection. A method is pre-
sented in this report to estimate the noise spectrum without a speech pause detection.

One application for this method presented in this report is the estimation of the actual
SNR of a noisy signal. Furthermore the technique is applied to speech enhancement
based on a spectral subtraction respectively on a nonlinear high-pass filtering of the
spectral envelopes dependent on the actual SNR.
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2. Principal Idea

The principal idea to estimate the noise level in a certain subband is based on a statisti-
cal analysis of a segment of the magnitude spectral envelope.

Looking at such a spectral envelope in figure 2.1 and the corresponding distribution den-
sity function in figure 2.2 the most commonly occurring spectral magnitude value is zero.
The spectral envelope was calculated for a clean speech signal with a duration of about
4.5 s and in a subband of about 500 Hz. The distribution density function was calculated
for the whole duration of 4.5 s with an accuracy of about 1 percent in regard to the maxi-
mum spectral value inside this subband. The function is shown for the range of 0 to 50
percent of the maximum. Only a few values occur which are higher than 50 percent.

Figure 2.1: Spectral envelope in a band with a centre frequency of 500 Hz

Noise was added artificially to this speech signal to produce different SNRs. The results
can be seen in figure 2.3. The noise was a bandpass limited Gaussian noise with a cen-
tre frequency of 500 Hz and a bandwidth of 200 Hz.

An increase of the maximum value in the distribution function can be observed for a
decreasing SNR. This most frequently occurring value can be taken as an estimation for
the noise level inside this band.
Also, an increasing variance of the spectral magnitude values of the noise can be seen
for an decreasing SNR. Because of a broad distribution the estimation isn’t so accurate

time/s

spectral magnitude
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